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A tiny house is not just all you could afford or a way to look down on your home. Instead, tiny house
living is an intentional movement to become minimal and live as efficiently and freely as possible.
Whether you want to downsize, whether you want to have a house that is cheaper and easier to
maintain, or whether you just love the idea of living in a tiny house, this is the book for you. In Tiny
House Living, you will be taken through the many stages of building, designing, and living in a tiny
house. You will be told the pros and cons, the difficulties of getting housing permits, how to use your
space most effectively, and how to find the best location and land for you. With a tiny house, you will
learn how to live large and truly appreciate the things you have and not allow the things you don't
need to control you. Discover what a tiny house is and why people the world over are falling in love
with them Find out the best approach to building your tiny house and how to save money doing it
Learn secrets spots to store your stuff without it ever getting in your way and how to use color and
light to make one room seem like three Example tiny plans for your tiny home, five examples to
choose from In our country, everything is getting bigger. The more things that you have, the higher
your status in most circles. But just because you have more things, a bigger house, more cars, and
take more vacations, does not mean that you are happy.
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I love the idea of having a tiny home. Whether that dream will ever come true is still up in the air for
me, but in the meantime I enjoy reading articles and books about it so I can be prepared when/if the
time comes. (Plus I like seeing pictures of awesome tiny houses!) This is definitely one of the better

books I've seen. It's well-written and informative on all topics related to tiny home living. It doesn't
have an agenda to push you into this lifestyle, but presents the pros and cons honestly in an effort
to help you decide. It even includes some nice floor plans. I highly recommend it.

A true sign of wealth used to be big cars and big houses. But the world is turning into a different
place now and people are more conscious of their impact on the universe; we have smaller cars,
we're developing better technology and we now prefer smaller homes. Not only do smaller houses
save you money, but they also save space and ensure that we learn to live minimally. Make no
mistake, it takes some doing to reduce your spaces, and that's where guides like this one are
available, to help you make the tough decisions. I haven't lived in a tiny house, but I am now more
confident that I could pull it off after reading this book.

Living with the minimum can change your life for the good and help you live clutter free. The author
goes through all the great things about tiny houses, how to design, where to build, how build and
lots more. I appreciate chapter five, the book prepare you on what will the challenges be living in a
tiny house, like you have to constantly be on top of every area and every thing so that not one part
of it brings the rest of the house down. Isolation can also become a problem if you are not use to it.
That is what makes this book great is does not give you the positive rosy side of tiny houses but
tells you the reality and what to be prepared for.

The information provided in this book is interesting and helpful especially for those who are planning
to build a house. The author did a good job on discussing the many benefits about tiny houses by
which one of those is being clutter free. The designs provided are really impressive and creative
which I appreciate the author for including colorful pictures on each design. There are a lot more
useful ideas presented on this book about tiny houses which are worth reading.

Great and detailed guide on how to get started with your own tiny home and all the benefits that this
new trend has! It is very unique and the book lays out a bunch of different options for you to choose
from for you to customize your own home! Very helpful and informative guide!

This is one my favorite book that talks about Tiny House. I have been fascinated with small house
lately and Designing my own Tiny house is one my dream so reading this book will help me fulfill
one my dreams. The provide me a good insights on how to build my own Tiny house and also give

me some instruction or samples that will help me designing a Tiny House. Glad that I have bought
this book and well really share this book to one my friend who is interested also on Tiny House
movement.

I really have a fascination in small houses. Iâ€™m really amazed on how to live minimally and have
a complete control of the living space. There are also many benefits in having a small house, aside
from saving a lot of money, it is also very practical and easy to manage. I really love this book
because it gave a lot of information, tips and tricks that can be very helpful for people who are
considering to have a tiny house.

Impressive! Great reference if youâ€™re starting your own tiny place. In this book you will learn how
living in a tiny house can be more beneficial than staying in a contemporary conventional house.
You will also know in this book the essential steps on how to build a tiny house. This book is a guide
for people who want to know what living in a tiny house is like. Another plus side of this book is that
several sample plans were included so you can have the idea how it will goes to build a small
houses. I really enjoyed reading this book and kudos to the author for creating this book.
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